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Display Module Driving System and

Digital to Analog Converter for Driving Display

Cross-Reference to Related Application
Under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), this application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional

Application No. 60/088,128, which was filed on June 4, 1998.

10 Field ofthe Inventtom
The invention is related to the field of drive systems for an active matrix (thin-

film transistor) liquid crystal display. More particularly, the invention relates to a
drive system which serially transfers segments of digital pixel data to multiple column
drivers over separate serial bus lines, wherein the column drivers arrange the segments

15 of digital pixel data in parallel, convert the segments into analog signals, and sample
the analog signals for driving column electrodes of an active matrix liquid crystal

display.

Background ofthe Invention
With recent progress in various aspects of active matrix (thin-film transistor)

20 liquid crystal display technology, the proliferation of active matrix displays has been
spectacular in the past several years. In an active matrix display, there is a gate
comprised of one transistor or switch corresponding to each display cell in the matrix.
An active matrix display is operated by first applying select voltages to a row electrode
to activate the gates of that row of cells, and second applying appropriate analog data

25 voltages to the column electrodes to charge each cell in the selected row to a desired
voltage level.

Typically, active matrix liquid crystal displays include drive systems which
drive analog data voltages to the column electrodes using column drivers. Multiple
column drivers are used to support all of the rows in the display. For example, in a

30 matrix display having pixel dimensions of 1024 x 768, there are actually 3072 subpixels
or display cells per row (each pixel having a red subpixel, a green subpixel, and a blue
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subpixel). Accordingly, there may be up to eight column drivers needed for such a

display, with each column driver preferably supporting 384 subpixels or display cells.

Typically, each subpixel is represented by digital pixel data having a bit depth of six or

eight bits. Bit depth indicates the number of bits available per subpixel to control the

5 brightness of the red, green or blue displayed for that subpixel. Pixel depth may vary

depending upon the drive system. Accordingly, in a conventional drive system, each

column driver is loaded with at least 2304 bits (6 bits per subpixel x 384 subpixels). Bits

are all loaded into the column drivers sequentially over a single parallel bus line, such

that each column driver is loaded one after the other.

to Once all bits for 384 subpixels have been loaded into any one column driver, a

digital storage register is used to hold the digital pixel data until all eight column

drivers are loaded. After all eight column drivers have been loaded, the digital pixel

data for each subpixel is converted into an analog red, green or blue signal. This is

typically accomplished by using one digital to analog converter per subpixel in each

/5 column driver. Accordingly, each column driver is required to have 384 digital to

analog converters. The converters may be eight bit or six bit converters depending

upon the bit depth of the drive system. Thus, this requires a large number of digital to

analog converters, with each converter occupying a significant amount of die space

depending upon whether it is a six bit or eight bit converter. Moreover, in a

20 conventional embodiment, the digital to analog converters are designed to all operate

at the same rate such that all RGB analog signals are produced for all 384 subpixels at

the same time. Accordingly, such designs are extremely difficult and highly expensive.

Once all column decoders have converted the digital pixel data for each

subpixel into RGB analog signals, the analog signals are typically passed through a

25 buffer in order to generate sufficient current for driving the column electrodes of an

active matrix liquid crystal display.

FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional active matrix liquid crystal display drive

system. As shown, the conventional system includes an active matrix liquid crystal

display 100 having a resolution of 1024 pixels x 768 pixels. The display is driven by

30 gate modules 180a through 180d and column drivers 160 through 160h. Due to spatial

limitations, FIG.l only shows column drivers 160a, 160b, 160c and 160h; however, it is
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understood that in a conventional drive system for driving a display of resolution 1024
pixels x 768 pixels, eight column drivers are used, with each column driver supporting
384 subpixels or memory cells. As shown in FIG.l, a timing controller 110 is coupled to
each of the column drivers 160a through 160h through a parallel data bus line 150 The

> timing controller 110 is also coupled to each of the gate modules 180a through 180d for
providing row voltages in order to activate the display cells in each row.

The timing controller 110 provides digital display data, for an image to be
displayed, to the column drivers in the form of digital pixel data on a row by row
basis. The digital pixel data is provided in parallel using the parallel data bus line 150
A master dock signal MCLOCK 112 is used to control the rate at which the digital pixel
data is transferred over the parallel data bus line 150. The timing controller 110
receives digital display data, for an image to be displayed, from some external source
one display row of information at a time and stores the information. The external
source may be a hard disk drive in a computer, a CD-Rom drive, a flash memory card
or some other appropriate external storage device. Alternatively, the external source
may be consist of an intranet or the internet. The digital display data is received as
digital pixel data. The timing controller 110 stores the digital pixel data in a memory
array (not shown) within the timing controller. The timing controller 110 then
transfers the digital pixel data out to the column drivers 160a through 160h, in parallel
using the parallel data bus line 150 and the master clock MCLOCK signal 112. As each
row of the image to be displayed is transferred out to the column drivers over the
parallel data bus line 150, a next row of digital pixel data is received and stored in the
internal memory of the timing controller 110.

Each pixel supports a red subpixel, a green subpixel and a blue subpixel. In
most video display applications, each pixel has a six or eight bit pixel depth. This
means that each red, green and blue subpixel requires six or eight bits, such that the
parallel data bus line 150 must be 36 or 48 bit lines wide. This is because the digital

pixel data is typically transferred over the parallel data bus line 150 two pixels at a time
- i.e. two pixels per MCLOCK pulse at a clock rate of 65 MHz for six bit pixel depth
applications. Accordingly, in the prior art drive system illustrated in FIG. 1, the

parallel data bus line 150 is shown as a thirty-six bit bus line, which transfers two
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eighteen bit pixels at a time (RO (5:0), GO (5:0), BO (5:0)) and (Rl(5:0), Gl(5:0), Bl(5:0))

per MCLOCK signal pulse at a clock rate of 65 MHz.

Each of the column drivers 160a through 160h is coupled to the parallel data bus

line 150. In the prior art, the column drivers 160a through 160h are loaded with the

5 digital pixel data sequentially, receiving two pixels at a time. Accordingly, in the prior

art drive system of FIG. 1, the first column driver 160a is loaded with digital pixel data

from the controller 100 until all 384 subpixels have been loaded into the first column

driver 160a. A shift register or some other appropriate device is preferably used to

track the loading process. Once the first column driver 160a has been fully loaded, an

jo enable signal 165 is then activated from the first column driver 160a to the second

column driver 160b, thereby allowing the second column driver 160b to begin

downloading digital pixel data from the parallel data bus line 150. Again, the second

column driver 160b includes a shift register or some other appropriate device to track

the loading process. Once the second column driver 160b has loaded all 384 subpixels,

; 5 its enable signal 165 is activated from the second column driver 160b to the third

column driver 160c, thereby allowing the third column driver 160c to begin

downloading digital pixel data from the parallel data bus line 150. This process

continues until all of the column drivers have been loaded.

Once all of the column drivers 160a through 160h have been loaded. The

20 timing control sends a load signal 115 to each of the column drivers 160a through 160h

instructing them to begin converting the digital pixel data for each subpixel into analog

red, green or blue signals. The digital pixel data for each subpixel in the column

drivers 160a through 160h is then converted into an analog voltage. This is

accomplished by loading each subpixel into a digital to analog converter. The load

25 signal 115 from the timing control instructs all of the column drivers to load each

subpixel into the digital to analog converter. Thus, each column driver 160a through

160h requires 384 different digital to analog converters in order to convert each

subpixel into a red, green or blue analog signal. Accordingly, in the prior art

embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, each digital to analog converter must be a six bit

30 converter and the conversion of each subpixel from digital pixel data to an analog

signal occurs after all the column drivers have been loaded and the timing controller

4
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110 has sent the load signal 115. It is understood that although the embodiment
illustrated in FIG. 1 shows a six bit depth per subpixel, the prior art may also typically

use an eight bit pixel depth, thereby requiring 384 eight bit digital to analog converters

(one for each subpixel).

After the digital pixel data for each subpixel has been converted into an analog

signal, each of the analog red, green and blue signals are then passed through a buffer,

in order to generate sufficient current levels, and applied to the column electrodes on
an entire row basis. Thus, all red, green and blue analog signals for each subpixel in a

row are applied to the column electrodes at the same time so the entire row is

displayed in synch. The entire process illustrated above is repeated on a row by row
basis until the entire image to be displayed has been transferred, converted, and
displayed.

FIG. 2 illustrates a functional block diagram of a conventional column driver

160. As shown, the conventional column driver 160 includes a data register 200, for

loading the digital pixel data from the parallel data bus line 150, and a shift register 210
for keeping track of the loading process. The conventional column driver 160 also

includes a separate hold register 220 for holding the 384 subpixel data once the

complete row data for that particular column driver has been loaded from the parallel

data bus line 150. In this way, the conventional column driver 160 can continue to

20 sample digital pixel data for a next row in the display while it processes the 384

subpixel data received for the current row.

Digital pixel data is loaded into the data register 200 of the column driver in

parallel 36 bits or two pixels at a time. The shift register 210 is preferably a 64 stage

shift register. Each time 36 bits or two pixels are loaded into the data register 200 of

the column driver, the shift register 210 increments one stage. Accordingly, as the first

36 bits or two pixels are loaded in parallel from the parallel data bus line 150, into the

data register 200, the shift register 210 increments one stage. As the next 36 bits or two
pixels are loaded in parallel into the data register 200, the shift register 210 increments

another stage. When all 128 pixels have been loaded into the data register 200, the shift

register 210 increments to a final 64th stage, thereby triggering the column driver 160a

to send an enable signal 165 to the next column driver 160b so that the next column

25

30
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driver 160b can begin downloading digital pixel data from the parallel data bus line

150.

Once all 128 pixels have been loaded into the data register 200, the timing

controller 110 sends a load signal 115 to the hold register 220, and all 128 pixels are

5 transferred to the hold register 220, in parallel, for holding. In this way, once the last

column driver 160h has been fully loaded, the first column driver 160a can once again

begin downloading digital pixel data from the parallel bus line 150 into its data register

200.

A conventional column driver further includes 384 digital to analog converters

10 (one for each subpixel). Once all of the digital pixel data for each subpixel in the

complete row has been loaded into all the column drivers 160a through 160h, each six

bit subpixel (red, green and blue) is converted within each column driver 160a through

160h into an analog red, green or blue signal which is then buffered and driven to the

column electrodes of the display. Accordingly, each column driver requires 384 digital

75 to analog converters, one for each subpixel, and the converters may be six bit or eight

bit converters (depending upon the bit depth of the particular drive system involved).

After all of the digital pixel data in all column drivers have been converted into analog

signals, the analog red, green and blue signals are buffered in order to generate

sufficient current and driven to the column electrodes of the display.

20 Typically, one row of data is provided in 16 ^isec one pixel at a time at a pixel

rate of 65MHz or two pixels at a time at a pixel rate of 32.5 MHz. This 16 usee is

divided between the column drivers since each column driver receives digital pixel

data sequentially - i.e. after the previous column driver has received all of its digital

pixel data and the enable signal has been activated. Accordingly, as one can see, the

25 amount of time required to transfer the data to each column driver and convert the

data into analog voltages is limited. As active matrix displays become larger, the

implementation and performance of the drive system becomes increasingly difficult to

design. The number of column drivers is increased and the amount of time it takes for

data to be loaded into each column driver and converted to analog signals is

30 decreased, such that the drivers must perform faster as the number of pixels or display

resolution increases.

6
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Accordingly, what is needed is a more efficient system and method for driving
an active matrix liquid crystal display such that as the number of pixels or display -

resolution increases, the system and method continues to perform efficiently.

Summary ofthe Invention

The invention is for an improved display module driving system having six

digital to analog converters per column driver instead of 384 digital to analog

converters. Moreover, unlike conventional drive systems, the improved display

module driving system does not use a parallel data bus line; but, rather transfers data
serially to each of the column drivers at the same time. This configuration reduces EMI
and current consumption and increases processing time allocated for each of the

column drivers to perform the digital to analog conversion.

In one aspect of the invention, the driving system includes a controller which
serially provides digital display data to multiple column drivers via dedicated serial

bus lines rather than one parallel data bus line. The serial bus lines may be two or
three bit lines depending upon the number of bits used per RGB subpixel. By having
the digital pixel data transferred serially to each column driver over dedicated serial

bus lines, rather than transferring the pixel data in parallel over a single parallel bus
line, each column driver can receive and process the digital display data at the same
time, thereby allowing each column driver more time in which to process the parallel

pixel data.

In a further aspect of the invention, the driving system includes multiple

column drivers for driving column electrodes of an active matrix liquid crystal display.

Each column driver receives digital pixel data serially over a dedicated bus line and
arranges the digital pixel data in parallel. Once the digital pixel data has been
arranged into parallel, each subpixel is converted into an analog signal at an earlier

stage of the column driver than in the prior art. The analog signals are then sampled
and held until all column drivers have converted their digital pixel data. Since the

conversion is done at an earlier stage, each column driver only requires six digital to

analog converters rather than 384 digital to analog converters.

In a further aspect of the invention, each column decoder comprises an analog
sample and hold module which includes six pairs of sample and hold capacitors and

9963513A2_I_>
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two different sets of switches. The analog signals are selectively sampled and used to

charge one of the capacitors in each of the six pairs of sample and hold capacitors.

Meanwhile, the other capacitor in each of the six pairs of sample and hold capacitors is

discharged, with the voltage stored on the capacitor being transferred from the

5 discharging capacitor to a column electrode in order to drive the display. In this way,

the sample and hold capacitors alternately store and release the analog voltages which

are used to drive the column electrodes of the display, thereby allowing the column

decoder to perform at a higher speed.

Description ofthe Drawings

10 FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional prior art active matrix liquid crystal display

drive system;

FIG. 2 illustrates a functional block diagram of a conventional column driver;

FIG. 3 illustrates a functional block diagram for a display drive system in

accordance with the present invention;

15 FIG. 4 illustrates the serial transfer of digital pixel data from the timing

controller to each of the individual column drivers in the system of the present

invention;

FIG. 5 illustrates a functional block diagram for a preferred embodiment of a

controller used within a display drive system in accordance with the present invention;

20 FIG. 6 illustrates a functional block diagram for a preferred embodiment of a

column driver used within a display drive system in accordance with the present

invention; and

FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic diagram showing the operations of a preferred

embodiment for a column driver used with a display driver system in accordance with

25 the present invention.

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiment

FIG. 3 illustrates a display drive system in accordance with the present

invention. An active matrix display is driven by gate modules 380a through 380d and

column drivers 340a through 340h. Due to spatial limitations, FIG .3 only shows

30 column drivers 340a, 340b, 340c and 340h. However, it is understood that in the drive

system of the present invention, in order to drive an active matrix display having a

8
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resolution of 1024 pixels x 768 pixels, eight column drivers are used, with each column
driver supporting 384 subpixels or memory cells the rows of the active matrix display.

As shown in FIG.3, a timing controller 300 is coupled to the eight column
drivers 340a through 340h and four gate modules 380a through 380d. The gate

modules 380a through 380d provide row voltages to the active matrix display in order
to activate the display cells in each row of the display. The timing controller 300 stores

digital pixel data for the image to be displayed and provides the digital pixel data to

the column drivers 340a through 340h. The digital data is preferably stored within a

pair of memory modules 310a and 310b within the timing controller 300.

The memory modules 310a and 310b are preferably each comprised of a matrix
of memory cells arranged into rows and columns. Digital pixel data for an image to be
displayed on the active matrix display are received by the timing controller 300 from
an exterior source, such as a CD-Rom, a hard disk drive, or a modem connected to the

intranet/internet. The digital pixel data for the image to be displayed is preferably

stored in each of the memory modules 310a and 310b of the timing controller on a row
by row basis as it is received. Preferably, the timing controller stores a first row of

digital pixel data in one of the memory modules 310a or 310b, while a second row of

digital pixel data is stored in the other memory module 310a or 310b. In this way,
when the digital pixel data are read from one memory module 310a or 310b, digital

pixel data for a next row in the image to be displayed can be loaded into the other

memory module 310a or 310b such that the two memory modules 310a and 310b are

alternatively read from and written to until all of the digital pixel data for each of the

rows of the image to be displayed have been processed and displayed. Alternatively,

the timing controller may utilize any other suitable memory device for temporary
storage of separate rows of digital pixel data, such that while one row is being stored in

the memory device another rows is being read from the memory device and processed
for display.

The timing controller 300 provides the digital pixel data to multiple column
drivers 340a through 340h for driving the column electrodes of an active matrix liquid

crystal display. Unlike conventional display driving systems, the timing controller 300
of the present invention is coupled to each of the multiple column drivers 340a through

ISDOCID: <WO 9963513A2J_>
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340h by multiple dedicated bus lines 325a through 325h, with one dedicated bus line

per column driver. Preferably, each dedicated bus line 325a through 325h is a three bit

bus line. Alternatively, each dedicated bus line may be a two bit bus line.

In operation, digital pixel data for an entire row are retrieved by the timing

5 controller 300, from a memory in the timing controller 300, on a parallel basis for each

of the column drivers 340a through 340h. The digital pixel data is then divided into

eight parallel segments, with one parallel segment for each column driver 340a

through 340h. The digital pixel data in each parallel segment is then converted into

serial and transferred to the column drivers 340a through 340h through the dedicated

10 bus lines 325a through 325h. Accordingly, the complete digital pixel data for a single

row in the image to be displayed is transferred to each of the column drivers 340a

through 340h concurrently, such that any one column driver receives its individual

segment of serial digital pixel data at the same time each of the other column drivers

receives their individual segment of serial digital pixel data. Accordingly, each column

15 driver 340a through 340h is able to begin processing its segment of serial digital pixel

data without having to wait for digital pixel data to be transferred to each of the other

column drivers. Therefore, unlike conventional column drivers, the column drivers

340a through 340h of the present invention do not require an enable signal before they

are loaded.

20 More specifically, the digital pixel data for display across a first row of an active

matrix liquid crystal display is retrieved from the memory of the timing controller 300

and divided or broken into segments.^ Preferably, each segment is 128 pixels in length

or 384 RGB subpixels. Each segment of digital pixel data is then serially transferred to

a corresponding column driver 340a through 340h over the appropriate corresponding

25 dedicated bus line 325a through 325h. Thus, digital pixel data from a first segment is

serially transferred to column driver 340a over dedicated bus line 325a; while, at the

same time, digital pixel data from a last segment is transferred to column driver 340h

over dedicated bus line 325h. In this way, the digital pixel data is transferred to each

column driver serially such that each column driver receives the digital pixel data

30 which corresponds with its segment of the row, without having to wait for the

previous column drivers to receive their respective segments.

10
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FIG. 4 further illustrates the concept of how digital pixel data is transferred from
the timing controller 300 to each of the individual column drivers 340a through 340h. -

FIG. 4 shows a stream of digital pixel data 400 which represents a row in the active

matrix liquid crystal display 100. The complete digital pixel data is actually made up
of 1024 pixels which is comprised of 18,432 bits, with each pixel in the row having a red

subpixel of six bits in length, a green subpixel of six bits in length, and a blue subpixel
of six bits in length. However, for simplicity sake in understanding the basic

operations of the present invention, the digital pixel data shown is made up of blocks
with each block representing a pixel. The total number of pixels is not the same and is

reduced for purposes of illustration.

As shown, in FIG. 4, the complete row of parallel digital pixel data is divided up
into eight sections 410a through 410h (one section for each column driver 340a through
340h). A first section 410a of the complete row of parallel digital pixel data is to be
transferred to column driver 340a, a second section 410b of the complete row of

parallel digital pixel data is to be transferred to column driver 340b, etc. However,
before the sections 410a through 410h are transferred to their respective column
drivers, they are each converted into a segment of serial digital pixel data, one pixel at

a time. The process of converting the sections from parallel digital pixel data to serial

digital pixel data progresses sequentially through all 128 pixels corresponding with the

column driver.

Accordingly, the first section of parallel digital pixel data 410a is converted into

a segment of serial digital pixel data one pixel at a time until all 28 pixels have been
converted. The segment of serial pixel data is then transferred serially over the

dedicated bus line 325a to the first column driver 340a. For a six bit pixel depth design
(wherein each subpixel is represented by six bits), the dedicated bus line 325a is

preferably two bits wide, such that two pixels may be serially transmitted over the

dedicated bus line 325 two bits at a time (one bit over each bitline) for each MCLOCK
pulse. Accordingly, all bits for the red subpixels, the green subpixels and the blue

subpixels in two pixels are serially transmitted over the two bit lines within 18

MCLOCK pulses. The 128 pixels of data sent to a single column driver will require

1152 clock cycles at one bit per line per clock cycle for a clock rate of 65MHz.

11
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In an alternative embodiment for an eight bit pixel depth design (wherein each

subpixel is represented by eight bits), each dedicated bus line is three bit lines wide, -

such that three bits are transmitted at the same time (one over each bit line) for each

MCLOCK pulse. Accordingly, in this alternative embodiment, all bits for the red

5 subpixel, the green subpixel and the blue subpixel are serially transmitted over the

three bit lines within 16 MCLOCK pulses. The 128 pixels of data sent to a single

column driver will require 1024 clock cycles at one bit per line per clock cycle for a

clock rate of 65MHz. Alternately, the digital pixel data may be sent at half the clock

rate and sampled on both rising and falling edges of the clock pulse.

10 A second section of parallel digital pixel data 410b is converted into a segment

of serial digital pixel data one pixel at time until all 128 pixels have been converted.

The segment of serial pixel data is then transferred over dedicated bus line 325b to the

second column driver 340b, preferably two pixels at a time. Once again, in the

preferred embodiment for a six bit pixel depth (wherein each subpixel is represented

15 by six bits), the dedicated bus line 325b is preferably two bits wide, such that all bits for

the red subpixels, the green subpixels and the blue subpixels in two pixels are serially

transmitted over the two bit lines within 18 MCLOCK pulses.

The process is the same for all eight sections 410a through 41Oh of the complete

row of parallel digital pixel data. All eight sections 410a through 41Oh are converted

20 into segments of serial digital pixel data, which are then transferred to the appropriate

column driver 340a through 340h, over a corresponding dedicated bus line 325a

through 325h. It is understood that alternative embodiments may exist in the transfer

of the segments of serial digital pixel data from the timing controller 300 to the column

drivers 340a through 340h so long as the parallel digital pixel data is divided up into

25 sections, the sections are arranged in serial segments of digital pixel data, and the

segments of digital pixel data are transmitted over the dedicated bus lines 325a

through 325h.

FIG. 5 illustrates a preferred embodiment for a timing controller 200 used within

a display drive system in accordance with the present invention. As shown the

30 controller 200 includes a driver and gate timing control circuit 500, a data path control

circuit 510, two separate memory modules 520a and 520b and a parallel to serial

12
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converter 525. In a preferred embodiment, the two separate memory modules are able
to hold 1024 digital pixel data having six bit red, green and blue subpixels, such that-

each memory can store 18432 bits of digital pixel data (1024 pixels x 3 subpixels x 6 bits

per subpixel). In an alternative embodiment, each of the two separate memory
modules are able to hold 1024 pixels of digital pixel data having eight bit red, green
and blue subpixels, such that each memory can store 24576 bits of digital data (1024
pixels x 3 subpixels x 8 bits per subpixel). Each memory is preferably matrix of

memory cells arranged in rows and columns. Alternatively, any other appropriate
temporary data storage means may be used as memory

Digital pixel data is read in through the six bit RGB signal lines from an external
source, such as a CD-Rom and stored in the two separate memory modules 525a and
525b on a row-by-row basis. Accordingly, digital pixel data for a first row of a 1024
pixel image is stored in the first memory. As that data is read out into the column
drivers, digital pixel data for a second row of a 1024 pixel image is stored in the second
memory. When all of the data from the first memory has been transferred to the
column drivers, the second memory begins transferring the digital pixel data for the
second row out to the column decoders while the first memory stores the data for the
third row of the image. This way, while one memory is reading out data to the column
drivers, the other memory is receiving in data from the external source, such as a CD-
Rom. The data path control circuit 510 controls which memory receives the input
digital image data from the external source and which memory reads out digital pixel

data to the column drivers.

In the present invention, the controller 200 includes a parallel so serial data
converter 525. Unlike convention controllers, the digital pixel data is provided serially

to each of the column drivers 340a through 340h, over dedicated bus lines 325a
through 325h rather than a parallel data bus line. The parallel to serial data converter

525 retrieves data from the memory in parallel and divides the data into segments,
wherein the number of segments is equal to the number of column drivers. Each
segment is then converted into serial data and transferred to the appropriate column
driver via the corresponding dedicated bus line.

13
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FIG. 6 illustrates a preferred embodiment for a column driver 340a used within

a display drive system in accordance with the present invention. As shown, the

column driver 340a includes a frequency divider 610 which is coupled to a shift

register 630, which is further coupled to an analog sample and hold module 640. The

column driver 340a further includes a serial to parallel converter 620 which is coupled

between the frequency divider 610 and a digital to analog converter module 625. The

digital to analog converter module 625 is comprised of six individual digital to analog

converters 635a through 635f . The digital to analog converter module 625 is also

coupled to the analog sample and hold module 640. Finally, the column driver

includes a buffer 650 which is coupled to the analog sample and hold module.

In operation, the column driver 340a receives the segments of serial digital pixel

data at the serial to parallel converter 620 and converts the digital pixel data from serial

format into parallel, such that each subpixel (red, green and blue) is rearranged into six

parallel bits. Preferably, the parallel digital pixel data is then fed into the digital to

analog converter module 625 two pixels at a time over a thirty six bit bus line, such that

each of the six digital to analog converters 635a through 635f receives one six bit

subpixel.

As explained above, the digital to analog converter module 625 is preferably

comprised of six individual digital to analog converters 635a through 635f, with each

individual digital to analog converter 635a through 635f configured for converting a

six bit subpixel from digital pixel data into an analog signal. The digital to analog

converter module 625 preferably has at least sixteen different reference voltages.

Therefore, each six bit subpixel is converted into one of the at least sixteen different

reference voltages. Accordingly, there are two pixels input to the digital to analog

converter 625 and six analog signals are output, one analog signal for each six bit red,

green and blue subpixel in the two pixels.

In an alternative embodiment, the digital pixel data may be transferred to the

digital to analog converter module 625 more than two pixels at a time. In this

alternative embodiment, the digital to analog converter module 625 would require

more than six individual digital to analog converters 635a through 635f For example,

the digital to analog converter 625 may receive the digital pixel data four pixels at a

14
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time over a 72 bitline bus. However, unlike the prior art, in the present invention it is

not required that all subpixels be converted at the same time and, accordingly, 384 -

digital to analog converters are not needed. Moreover, it is understood that the

number of references voltages may be varied and alternate embodiments having more
or less reference voltages are intended to be covered herein.

Preferably, six analog signals are output from the digital to analog converter

module 625 after every two pixels are converted, one analog signal for each digital to

analog converter 635a through 635h. The analog signals are output over a six line bus
which is sampled by the sample and hold module 640. The frequency divider 610 and
the shift register 630 control the sampling rate of the sample and hold module 640.

Preferably, the shift register 630 is preferably a 64 stage shift register, wherein six

analog signals (one for each subpixel in two pixels) are sampled at each stage.

Accordingly; as the digital to analog converter module 625 converts the digital pixel

data, two pixels at a time, it outputs six analog signals which are then sampled as the
shift register cycles through each of its 64 stages. Therefore, by the time the shift

register 630 has cycled through to its sixty-fourth stage, all 384 different analog signals

(one for each subpixel) have been sampled: In this way, after cycling through all 64
stages, three different red, green and blue analog signals for each of the 128 pixels have
been completely sampled by each column driver. The sample and hold circuit

preferably uses a dual capacitor arrangement such that the analog signals for each of
the two pixels can be sampled and stored in each of the capacitors alternatively.

FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic diagram showing the operations of a preferred

embodiment for a column driver used with a display driver system in accordance with
the present invention. Each column driver includes 64 stages, wherein there are six

analog signals output from each stage. For simplicity of understanding and due to

spatial constraints, only the first three stages 702a through 702c have been shown in

FIG. 7. However, as is shown in the diagram of FIG. 7, and explained further below,
the stages 702b and 702c are identical in structure and performance. Moreover, the

other 61 stages which are not depicted in FIG. 7 are also share the same structure and
performance as those shown in stages 702b and 702c of FIG. 7. Accordingly, it is not
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necessary to show all 64 stages in order to understand the operations of a column

driver designed in accordance with the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 7, each stage 702a through 702c contains a flip flop 710 having

a data input D and two outputs Q and QN. Preferably, the flip flop 710 is used as a

5 latch having a clock signal input which activates the latch whenever the clock signal is

active. The clock signal is actually the sampling clock signal 660 which is output from

the frequency divider 610 in the column driver, as shown in FIG. 6. In the preferred

embodiment, each flip flop 710 is activated when the sampling clock signal 660

transitions from low to high. The flip flops 710 are each used to activate their

J0 corresponding stage 702a through 702c, such that the first flip flop 710a activates stage

702a, the second flip flop 710b activates stage 702b, and so on. Operations of the flip

flops 710 are described in further detail herein.

Each stage further contains a first set of six switches 780 (indicated as 780a

through 780c and surrounded by broken lines in FIG. 7) and six pairs of analog sample

IS and hold capacitors. The six pairs of analog sample and hold capacitors are each

comprised of a first capacitor and a second capacitor, with the anodes of the first

capacitor in each pair being coupled to a respective switch terminal A, and the anodes

of the second capacitor in each pair being coupled to a respective switch terminal B.

The cathodes of both capacitors in each pair of the six pairs of analog sample and hold

20 capacitors are coupled to a ground signal.

The flips flops 710 are all coupled to the sampling clock signal 660 which is

output from the frequency divider 610 (FIG. 6). The data input D to the first flip flop

710a in each column driver is coupled to the enable signal from the timing controller

200 (Fig. 5) . The data input D of each subsequent flip flop in the other 63 stages is

25 coupled to the output Q from the previous flip-flop. This configuration embodies the

shift register 630 of the column driver.

In referring to FIG. 7, it should be readily understood how the shift register 630

operates and cycles through 64 stages. When the enable signal and the sampling clock

signal are both active, the first stage flip flop 710a latches the enable signal through to

30 its output Q. Since the output Q from the first stage flip flop 710a is coupled to the

data input D of the second stage flip flop 710b, the next time the sampling clock signal
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and the enable signal are both active, the second stage flip flop 710b latches the enable
signal through to its output Q. Once again, since the outputQ from the second stage -

flip flop 710b is coupled to the data input D of the third stage flip flop 710c, the next
time the sampling clock and the enable signal are both active, the enable signal is

5 latched through the third stage flip flop to its output Q. This process repeats through
64 stages until the enable signal has been latched through all 64 flip flops.

The outputs Q from each of the 64 flip flops are also coupled to first inputs A of
a pair of AND gates 750a and 750b. The inputs B of both AND gates 750a and 750b are
coupled to a load signal, with one of the inputs B on one of the AND gates 750b being

10 inverted. It is understood in referring to FIG. 7 that this configuration ensures that the
outputs from the AND gates 750a and 750b alternate, such that when the output from
one AND gate 750a is high, the output from the other AND gate 750b is low. The
outputs from both AND gates 750a and 750b are coupled to each of the six switches in
the first set of switches 780a through 780c, and are used to alternately activate the

15 switches. For example, when the output from one AND gate 750a goes high, the

switches are activated to a first position and when the output from the other AND gate
750b goes high, the switches are activated to a second position, thereby causing all six

switches in the first set of switches 780a through 780c to alternate back and forth

between first and second positions as the outputs from the two AND gates 750a and
20 750b alternate.

FIG. 8 shows a close-up view of the first stage 702a and further illustrates the

operations of the first set of switches 780a and the second set of switches 790a. It is

understood that the first set of switches 780a and the second set of switches 790a are

identical in configuration in each stage, accordingly, the switches operate the same way
25 in each stage. It is further understood that the first set of switches 780a in each stage

only operate when the output Q from the flip flop is valid for that stage.

As shown in FIG. 8, each stage contains six switches in a first set of switches

780a and six switches in a second set of switches. An end terminal C of each switch in

the first set of switches 780a is coupled to one of six analog signal lines (aO through a5)

30 which are output from the digital to analog converter 625 (FIG. 6). The analog signals

(aO through a5) represent the analog voltage for each of the subpixels in two separate
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pixels. Each switch in the first set of switches 780a also has a first terminal A and a

second terminal B such that when the switch is in a first position, the end terminal C is

couple to the first terminal A, and when the switch is a second position, the end

terminal C is coupled to the second terminal B. The first terminal A is coupled to an

5 anode of a first capacitor in a corresponding pair of capacitors from the six pairs of

capacitors. The terminal B of each switch is coupled to the anode of the second

capacitor in the corresponding pair of capacitors from the six pairs of capacitors.

The first set of switches 780a are used to couple one of the analog signal lines (aO

through a5) to one of the capacitors in a corresponding capacitor pair from the six pairs

JO of capacitors, in order to store the analog voltage level from the analog signal line (aO

through a5) for that subpixel onto one of the capacitors. Voltages are alternately stored

for each subsequent row, such that when each switch in the first set of switches 780a is

in the first position, the voltage level for the corresponding subpixels in a particular

row are stored on the first capacitors in each of the six capacitor pairs and when each

15 switch in the first set of switches 780a is in the second position, the voltage level for the

corresponding subpixels in a subsequent row are each stored on the second capacitors

in the six capacitor pairs.

Further, as shown in FIG. 8, a second set of six switches 790a are present in each

of the 64 stages and are used to alternately transfer the voltages out from the sample

20 and hold capacitor pairs one row at a time. The voltages stored on each of the

capacitors in the six capacitor pairs are alternately transferred through the outputs of

the analog sample and hold module 640 to the buffer 650. Each switch in the second

set of six switches 790a is coupled to the load signal, which activates the switch. The

load signal alternates polarity as each new row of digital pixel data is to be displayed

25 in order to trigger operation of the six switches in the second set of switches 790a.

Again, each switch in the second set of switches 790a alternates between switch

terminals A and B. Additionally, each switch in the second set of switches 790a

includes an end terminal G which is coupled to one of the 384 outputs of the analog

sample and hold module 640. Each stage outputs 6 analog voltages to the column

30 electrodes of the display. There are 64 stages and, accordingly, there are 384 output

signals.
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In operation, the second set of switches 790a are arranged to switch in the

opposite direction from the first set of switches 780a, such that when each switch in -

the second set of switches 790a is in a first position, the switch terminal B is coupled to

the end terminal G and when each switch is in a second position, the switch terminal A
is coupled to the end terminal G. The second set of switches 790a through 790c are

alternately switched back and forth between terminals A and B in order to alternately

transfer the voltages stored on each of the capacitors out to the column electrodes on a

row by row basis.

Accordingly, to summarize the operation of the first and second sets of switches

780a and 790a, when each stage is activated by the Q output from its corresponding
flip flop 710, each switch in the first set of switches 780a transitions from one position

to another in order to alternately store the analog signals (aO through a5) on each of the
capacitors in the six capacitor pairs. Accordingly, if each switch in the first set of

switches 780a transitions to a first position, the first capacitor in each capacitor pair is

connected to one of the analog voltage signal lines (aO through a5) through terminal C
such that the corresponding voltage is then stored on the first capacitor through switch
terminals C and A. At the same time, each switch in the second set of switches 790a
also transitions in order to alternately transfer the stored voltages out to a buffer 650 in

order to drive the column electrodes. Therefore, using the same example provided
earlier in describing the operation of the first set of switches 780a, when the first set of

switches 780a are each in a first position, each switch in the second set of switches 790a
is also in a first position such that the_second capacitor in each capacitor pair is

connected to the buffer 650 through terminal G such that the voltage which was
previously stored on that second capacitor is driven through switch terminals B and G
to the buffer. Therefore, the analog voltages from the voltage signal lines (aO through
a5) are alternately stored and transferred, such that while one capacitor in the pair is

storing the appropriate voltage level for the subpixel in a subsequent or next row, the

other is providing a previously stored voltage level for the subpixel in the current row
to the buffer in order to drive the column electrodes.

Finally, the 384 outputs from each of the six capacitor pairs in all 64 stages of the

analog sample and hold module 640 are each coupled to an individual buffer within
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the buffer module 650. The individual buffers receive the analog voltage levels from

the capacitors through the second set of switches and generate sufficient current levels

in order to drive the column electrodes of the display.

While the present invention has been described in terms of six and eight bit

pixel depth, it is understood that the invention is not intended to be limited to the same

and may be utilized in alternate designs having greater or smaller pixel depth.

Moreover, although the invention has been described in terms of driving a display

having a resolution of 1024 pixels x 768 pixels, it is understood that the invention is not

intended to be limited to such a display resolution; but, rather, is intended for future

implementation in larger scale displays, In such a case, additional column drivers

designed in conformity with the specifics details and embodiments set forth herein

may be utilized. Because all column drivers receive their segment of the digital pixel

data for the row to be displayed at the same time, the number of column drivers and

the size of the display may be increased more easily than that which was available in

prior art drive system designs.

996351 3A2J >
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1. A display drive system comprising:

a plurality of column drivers; and

a timing controller coupled to each column driver in the plurality of

column drivers, for providing a row of digital pixel data to the

plurality of column drivers, wherein the digital pixel data is

divided into segments and each segment is serially provided to

one of the column drivers in the plurality of column drivers via a

dedicated serial bus coupled between the timing controller and the

column driver such that the entire row of digital pixel data is

provided to the plurality of column drivers at the same time.

2. The display drive system of claim 1, wherein each column driver in the

plurality of column drivers comprises a serial to parallel converter which receives the

serially provided segment of digital pixel data and rearranges the segment into parallel

pixel data until all of the pixels in the segment have been received and arranged into

parallel.

3. The display drive system of claim 2, wherein each column driver in the

plurality of column drivers further comprises a digital to analog converter module

coupled to the serial to parallel converter, for converting each pixel in the parallel pixel

data into analog red, green and blue signals.

4. The display drive system of claim 3 wherein the digital to analog

converter module converters the parallel pixel data into analog red, green and blue

signals two pixels at a time, such that there are six digital to analog converters within

the digital to analog converter module, with a first digital to analog converter

generating an analog red signal for a first pixel, a second digital to analog converter
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generating an analog green signal for the first pixel, a third digital to analog converter

generating an analog blue signal for the first pixel, a fourth digital to analog converter

generating an analog red signal for a second pixel, a fifth digital to analog converter

generating an analog green signal for the second pixel, and a sixth digital to analog

5 converter generating an analog blue signal for the second pixel.

5. The display drive system of claim 3, wherein each column driver in the

plurality of column drivers further comprises an analog sample and hold module

coupled to the digital to analog converter module for sampling the analog red, green

and blue signals for each pixel in the parallel pixel data, one group of pixels at a time.

10 6. The display driver system of claim 5, wherein the analog sample and

hold module samples the analog red, green and blue signals of each pixel in the

parallel pixel data, two pixels at a time such that a total of six analog signals are

sampled at the same time.

7. The display driver system of claim 5, wherein the analog sample and

1 5 hold module includes a plurality of first capacitors, one first capacitor for sampling

each red, green and blue signal for each pixel in the group of pixels.

8. The display driver system of claim 5, wherein the analog sample and

hold circuit includes a plurality of firsTand second capacitor pairs, each first capacitor

for sampling the red, green and blue signal for each pixel in the group of pixels from

20 parallel pixel data for a first display row, each second capacitor for sampling the

analog red, green and blue signals for each pixel in the group of pixels from parallel

pixel data in a next display row.

9. The display driver system of claim 8, with each first capacitor providing

the sampled analog red, green and blue signals to a plurality of column electrodes
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while each second capacitor samples the analog red, green and blue signals for each

pixel in the group of pixels from parallel pixel data in the next display row.

10. A system for driving a display comprising:

a timing controller for receiving digital pixel data, dividing the digital

pixel data into a plurality of segments of digital pixel data and

serially providing the plurality of segments to a plurality of

column drivers; and

a plurality of column drivers, each column driver coupled to the timing

controller via a separate bus line, wherein each column driver

receives a particular segment in the plurality of segments via the

separate bus line, and further wherein each column driver

switches the serially provided segment of digital pixel data into

parallel digital pixel data, converts the parallel digital pixel data

into analog signals, and provides the analog signals to a plurality

of column electrodes for driving the display.

11 The system of claim 10, wherein the timing controller comprises:

a pair of first and second memory modules for receiving and storing the

digital pixel data, wherein a first row of digital pixel data is stored

in the first memory module and a second row of digital pixel data

is stored the second memory module;

a data path control circuit coupled to the pair of first and second memory
modules for routing the first row of digital pixel data to the first

memory module and routing the second row of digital pixel data

to the second memory module; and

a parallel to serial converter coupled to the pair of first and second

memory modules for retrieving the first row of digital pixel data

from the first memory module in a parallel format, dividing the

digital pixel data into a plurality of segments, converting each
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segment from parallel format into serial format, and providing

each segment in the plurality of segments to a corresponding

column driver in the plurality of column drivers via the separate

bus line.

5 12. The system of claim 11, wherein an enable signal is coupled between the

timing controller and each column driver in the plurality of column drivers and is used

to activate each column driver, thereby allowing the plurality of column drivers to

receive their respective segments at the same time.

13. The system of claim 10, wherein each column driver in the plurality of

10 column drivers comprises:

a serial to parallel converter for receiving the segment of serially

formatted digital pixel data over the separate bus line and

converting the segment into a parallel format one pixel at a time;

a digital to analog converter coupled to the serial to parallel converter for

1 5 converting each pixel in the parallel formatted segment of digital

pixel data into analog red, green and blue signals;

an analog sample and hold module coupled between the digital to analog

converter and the plurality of column electrodes for sampling the

analog red, green and blue signals of each pixel, storing the

20 sampled analog red, green and blue signals, and releasing the

samples of the analog red, green and blue signals to the plurality

of column electrodes for driving the display.

14. The system of claim 13 wherein the digital to analog converter module

25 converters each pixel in the parallel formatted segment of digital pixel data into analog

red, green and blue signals two pixels at a time, such that there are at least six digital to

analog converters within the digital to analog converter module, with a first digital to

analog converter generating an analog red signal for a first pixel, a second digital to

analog converter generating an analog green signal for the first pixel, a third digital to
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analog converter generating an analog blue signal for the first pixel, a fourth digital to

analog converter generating an analog red signal for a second pixel, a fifth digital to
-

analog converter generating an analog green signal for the second pixel, and a sixth

digital to analog converter generating an analog blue signal for the second pixel.

15. The system of claim 13, wherein the analog sample and hold module

samples the analog red, green and blue signals of each pixel, two pixels at a time such

that a total of six analog signals are sampled at the same time.

16. The system of claim 13, wherein the analog sample and hold module

includes a plurality of sample and hold capacitor pairs having a first capacitor and a

second capacitor, and further wherein the first capacitor and the second capacitor in

each analog sample and hold module alternately store and release the samples of the

analog red, green and blue signals.

17. A timing controller for controlling a plurality of column drivers which

are each coupled to the timing controller via a separate bus line, in order to drive a

display, the timing controller comprising:

a pair of first and second memory modules for receiving and storing

digital pixel data, wherein a first row of digital pixel data is stored

in the first memory module and a second row of digital pixel data

is stored the second memory module;

a parallel to serial converter for retrieving the first row of digital pixel

data from the first memory module in a parallel format, dividing

the digital pixel data into segments, converting each segment from

parallel format into serial format, and providing each segment of

the serially formatted first row of digital pixel data to a

corresponding column driver in the plurality of column drivers

via the separate bus line.
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18. A column driver for driving a plurality of column electrodes of a display,

comprising:

a serial to parallel converter for serially receiving digital pixel data

representing a segment of a display row and converting the digital

pixel data into a parallel format;

a digital to analog converter coupled to the serial to parallel converter for

receiving the parallel formatted digital pixel data and converting

the parallel formatted digital pixel data into analog signals;

an analog sample and hold circuit for sampling the analog signals,

storing the samples and providing the samples of the analog

signals to a plurality of column electrodes for driving the display.

19. The column driver of claim 18, wherein the analog sample and hold

circuit includes a plurality of capacitor pairs having a first capacitor and a second

capacitor such that each capacitor may alternately store the analog signal samples and

provide the samples to the column electrodes.

20. A method for driving a display comprising the steps of

receiving a current row of digital pixel data and storing the current row

of digital pixel data in a first memory module;

retrieving the current row of digital pixel data in parallel format from the

first memory module, dividing the current row of digital pixel

data into a number of current row segments, converting each

current row segment into a current row serial data stream; and

providing each current row serial data stream to a corresponding column

driver in a plurality of column drivers, wherein each current row

serial data stream is provided to a corresponding column driver

via a dedicated bus line.
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21 The method of claim 20, further comprising the steps of:

receiving each current row serial data stream at the corresponding

column driver and converting the current row serial data stream

into current row parallel digital data one pixel at a time;

5 converting the current row parallel digital data into current row analog

red, green and blue signals;

sampling the current row analog red, green and blue signals and holding

the samples; and

providing the samples to a plurality of column electrodes for driving the
1° display.

22. The method of claim 20, comprising the further steps of:

receiving a next row of digital pixel data and storing the next row of

digital pixel data in a second memory module, and performing

this step while the steps of retrieving the current row of digital

pixel data from the first memory module and providing each

current row serial data stream are being performed;

retrieving the next row of digital pixel data in parallel from the second

memory module, dividing the next row of digital pixel data into a

number of next row segments, converting each next row segment
into a next row serial data stream; and

providing each next row serial data stream to a corresponding column
driver in the plurality of column drivers, wherein each next row
serial data stream is provided to a corresponding column driver

25 via a dedicated bus line.
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23. The method of claim 22, further comprising the steps of:

receiving each next row serial data stream at the corresponding column

driver and converting the next row serial data stream into parallel

digital data one pixel at a time;

5 converting the parallel digital data into analog red, green and blue

signals;

sampling the analog red, green and blue signals and holding the samples;

and

providing the samples to the plurality of column electrodes for driving

10 the display.

28
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Cross-Reference to Rplated Appt.tcaxiom
Under 35 US.C 119(e), this application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional

Application No. 60/088,128, which was filed on June 4, 1998.

10 Field ofthe Inventtom
The invention is related to the field of drive systems for an active matrix (thin-

film transistor) liquid crystal display. More particularly, the invention relates to a
drive system which serially transfers segments of digital pixel data to multiple column
drivers over separate serial bus lines, wherein the column drivers arrange the segments
of digital pixel data in parallel, convert the segments into analog signals, and sample
the analog signals for driving column electrodes of an active matrix liquid crystal

display.

Background ofthe Inventttom

With recent progress in various aspects of active matrix (thin-film transistor)

liquid crystal display technology, the proliferation of active matrix displays has been
spectacular in the past several years. In an active matrix display, there is a gate
comprised of one transistor or switch corresponding to each display cell in the matrix.
An active matrix display is operated by first applying select voltages to a row electrode
to activate the gates of that row of cells, and second applying appropriate analog data
voltages to the column electrodes to charge each cell in the selected row to a desired
voltage level.

Typically, active matrix liquid crystal displays include drive systems which
drive analog data voltages to the column electrodes using column drivers. Multiple
column drivers are used to support all of the rows in the display. For example, in a
matrix display having pixel dimensions of 1024 x 768, there are actually 3072 subpixels
or display cells per row (each pixel having a red subpixel, a green subpixel, and a blue

VJSDOCID: <WO 996351 3A2_IA>
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subpixel). Accordingly, there may be up to eight column drivers needed for such a

display, with each column driver preferably supporting 384 subpixels or display cells.

Typically, each subpixel is represented by digital pixel data having a bit depth of six or

eight bits. Bit depth indicates the number of bits available per subpixel to control the

5 brightness of the red, green or blue displayed for that subpixel. Pixel depth may vary

depending upon the drive system. Accordingly, in a conventional drive system, each

column driver is loaded with at least 2304 bits (6 bits per subpixel x 384 subpixels). Bits

are all loaded into the column drivers sequentially over a single parallel bus line, such

that each column driver is loaded one after the other.

JO Once all bits for 384 subpixels have been loaded into any one column driver, a

digital storage register is used to hold the digital pixel data until all eight column

drivers are loaded. After all eight column drivers have been loaded, the digital pixel

data for each subpixel is converted into an analog red, green or blue signal. This is

typically accomplished by using one digital to analog converter per subpixel in each

15 column driver. Accordingly, each column driver is required to have 384 digital to

analog converters. The converters may be eight bit or six bit converters depending

upon the bit depth of the drive system. Thus, this requires a large number of digital to

analog converters, with each converter occupying a significant amount of die space

depending upon whether it is a six bit or eight bit converter. Moreover, in a

20 conventional embodiment, the digital to analog converters are designed to all operate

at the same rate such that all RGB analog signals are produced for all 384 subpixels at

the same time. Accordingly, such designs are extremely difficult and highly expensive.

Once all column decoders have converted the digital pixel data for each

subpixel into RGB analog signals, the analog signals are typically passed through a

25 buffer in order to generate sufficient current for driving the column electrodes of an

active matrix liquid crystal display.

FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional active matrix liquid crystal display drive

system. As shown, the conventional system includes an active matrix liquid crystal

display 100 having a resolution of 1024 pixels x 768 pixels. The display is driven by

30 gate modules 180a through 180d and column drivers 160 through 160h. Due to spatial

limitations, FIG.l only shows column drivers 160a, 160b, 160c and 160h; however, it is

2
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understood that in a conventional drive system for driving a display of resolution 1024
pixels x 768 pixels, eight column drivers are used, with each column driver supporting
384 subpixels or memory cells. As shown in FIG.l, a timing controller 110 is coupled to

each of the column drivers 160a through 160h through a parallel data bus line 150. The
timing controller 110 is also coupled to each of the gate modules 180a through 180d for
providing row voltages in order to activate the display cells in each row.

The timing controller 110 provides digital display data, for an image to be
displayed, to the column drivers in the form of digital pixel data on a row by row
basis. The digital pixel data is provided in parallel using the parallel data bus line 150
A master clock signal MCLOCK 112 is used to control the rate at which the digital pixel
data is transferred over the parallel data bus line 150. The timing controller 110
receives digital display data, for an image to be displayed, from some external source
one display row of information at a time and stores the information. The external
source may be a hard disk drive in a computer, a CD-Rom drive, a flash memory card
or some other appropriate external storage device. Alternatively, the external source
may be consist of an intranet or the internet. The digital display data is received as
digital pixel data. The timing controller 110 stores the digital pixel data in a memory
array (not shown) within the timing controller. The timing controller 110 then
transfers the digital pixel data out to the column drivers 160a through 160h, in parallel
using the parallel data bus line 150 and the master clock MCLOCK signal 112. As each
row of the image to be displayed is transferred out to the column drivers over the
parallel data bus line 150, a next row of digital pixel data is received and stored in the
internal memory of the timing controller 110.

Each pixel supports a red subpixel, a green subpixel and a blue subpixel. In
most video display applications, each pixel has a six or eight bit pixel depth. This
means that each red, green and blue subpixel requires six or eight bits, such that the
parallel data bus line 150 must be 36 or 48 bit lines wide. This is because the digital
pixel data is typically transferred over the parallel data bus line 150 two pixels at a time
- i.e. two pixels per MCLOCK pulse at a clock rate of 65 MHz for six bit pixel depth
applications. Accordingly, in the prior art drive system illustrated in FIG. 1, the
parallel data bus line 150 is shown as a thirty-six bit bus line, which transfers two
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eighteen bit pixels at a time (RO (5:0), GO (5:0), BO (5:0)) and (Rl(5:0), Gl(5:0), Bl(5:0))

per MCLOCK signal pulse at a clock rate of 65 MHz.

Each of the column drivers 160a through 160h is coupled to the parallel data bus

line 150. In the prior art, the column drivers 160a through 160h are loaded with the

5 digital pixel data sequentially, receiving two pixels at a time. Accordingly, in the prior

art drive system of FIG. 1, the first Column driver 160a is loaded with digital pixel data

from the controller 100 until all 384 subpixels have been loaded into the first column

driver 160a. A shift register or some other appropriate device is preferably used to

track the loading process. Once the first column driver 160a has been fully loaded, an

10 enable signal 165 is then activated from the first column driver 160a to the second

column driver 160b, thereby allowing the second column driver 160b to begin

downloading digital pixel data from the parallel data bus line 150. Again, the second

column driver 160b includes a shift register or some other appropriate device to track

the loading process. Once the second column driver 160b has loaded all 384 subpixels,

15 its enable signal 165 is activated from the second column driver 160b to the third

column driver 160c, thereby allowing the third column driver 160c to begin

downloading digital pixel data from the parallel data bus line 150. This process

continues until all of the column drivers have been loaded.

Once all of the column drivers 160a through 160h have been loaded. The

20 timing control sends a load signal 115 to each of the column drivers 160a through 160h

instructing them to begin converting the digital pixel data for each subpixel into analog

red, green or blue signals. The digital pixel data for each subpixel in the column

drivers 160a through 160h is then converted into an analog voltage. This is

accomplished by loading each subpixel into a digital to analog converter. The load

25 signal 115 from the timing control instructs all of the column drivers to load each

subpixel into the digital to analog converter. Thus, each column driver 160a through

160h requires 384 different digital to analog converters in order to convert each

subpixel into a red, green or blue analog signal. Accordingly, in the prior art

embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, each digital to analog converter must be a six bit

30 converter and the conversion of each subpixel from digital pixel data to an analog

signal occurs after all the column drivers have been loaded and the timing controller

4
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110 has sent the load signal 115. It is understood that although the embodiment
illustrated in FIG. 1 shows a six bit depth per subpixel, the prior art may also typically

use an eight bit pixel depth, thereby requiring 384 eight bit digital to analog converters
(one for each subpixel).

After the digital pixel data for each subpixel has been converted into an analog
signal, each of the analog red, green and blue signals are then passed through a buffer,

in order to generate sufficient current levels, and applied to the column electrodes on
an entire row basis. Thus, all red, green and blue analog signals for each subpixel in a
row are applied to the column electrodes at the same time so the entire row is

displayed in synch. The entire process illustrated above is repeated on a row by row
basis until the entire image to be displayed has been transferred, converted, and
displayed.

FIG. 2 illustrates a functional block diagram of a conventional column driver
160. As shown, the conventional column driver 160 includes a data register 200, for
loading the digital pixel data from the parallel data bus line 150, and a shift register 210
for keeping track of the loading process. The conventional column driver 160 also
includes a separate hold register 220 for holding the 384 subpixel data once the
complete row data for that particular column driver has been loaded from the parallel

data bus line 150. In this way, the conventional column driver 160 can continue to

sample digital pixel data for a next row in the display while it processes the 384
subpixel data received for the current row.

Digital pixel data is loaded into the data register 200 of the column driver in

parallel 36 bits or two pixels at a time. The shift register 210 is preferably a 64 stage
shift register. Each time 36 bits or two pixels are loaded into the data register 200 of
the column driver, the shift register 210 increments one stage. Accordingly, as the first

36 bits or two pixels are loaded in parallel from the parallel data bus line 150, into the
data register 200, the shift register 210 increments one stage. As the next 36 bits or two
pixels are loaded in parallel into the data register 200, the shift register 210 increments
another stage. When all 128 pixels have been loaded into the data register 200, the shift

register 210 increments to a final 64th stage, thereby triggering the column driver 160a
to send an enable signal 165 to the next column driver 160b so that the next column

NSDOCID: <WO 9963513A2JA>
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driver 160b can begin downloading digital pixel data from the parallel data bus line

150.

Once all 128 pixels have been loaded into the data register 200, the timing

controller 110 sends a load signal 115 to the hold register 220, and all 128 pixels are

5 transferred to the hold register 220, in parallel, for holding. In this way, once the last

column driver 160h has been fully loaded, the first column driver 160a can once again

begin downloading digital pixel data from the parallel bus line 150 into its data register

200.

A conventional column driver further includes 384 digital to analog converters

10 (one for each subpixel). Once all of the digital pixel data for each subpixel in the

complete row has been loaded into all the column drivers 160a through 160h, each six

bit subpixel (red, green and blue) is converted within each column driver 160a through

160h into an analog red, green or blue signal which is then buffered and driven to the

column electrodes of the display. Accordingly, each column driver requires 384 digital

15 to analog converters, one for each subpixel, and the converters may be six bit or eight

bit converters (depending upon the bit depth of the particular drive system involved).

After all of the digital pixel data in all column drivers have been converted into analog

signals, the analog red, green and blue signals are buffered in order to generate

sufficient current and driven to the column electrodes of the display.

20 Typically, one row of data is provided in 16 jisec one pixel at a time at a pixel

rate of 65MHz or two pixels at a time at a pixel rate of 32.5 MHz. This 16 fisec is

divided between the column drivers since each column driver receives digital pixel

data sequentially - i.e. after the previous column driver has received all of its digital

pixel data and the enable signal has been activated. Accordingly, as one can see, the

25 amount of time required to transfer the data to each column driver and convert the

data into analog voltages is limited. As active matrix displays become larger, the

implementation and performance of the drive system becomes increasingly difficult to

design. The number of column drivers is increased and the amount of time it takes for

data to be loaded into each column driver and converted to analog signals is

30 decreased, such that the drivers must perform faster as the number of pixels or display

resolution increases.

6
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Accordingly, what is needed is a more efficient system and method for driving
an active matrix liquid crystal display such that as the number of pixels or display

resolution increases, the system and method continues to perform efficiently.

Summary ofthe Invention
5 The invention is for an improved display module driving system having six

digital to analog converters per column driver instead of 384 digital to analog

converters. Moreover, unlike conventional drive systems, the improved display

module driving system does not use a parallel data bus line; but, rather transfers data
serially to each of the column drivers at the same time. This configuration reduces EMI

10 and current consumption and increases processing time allocated for each of the

column drivers to perform the digital to analog conversion.

In one aspect of the invention, the driving system includes a controller which
serially provides digital display data to multiple column drivers via dedicated serial

bus lines rather than one parallel data bus line. The serial bus lines may be two or

15 three bit lines depending upon the number of bits used per RGB subpixel. By having
the digital pixel data transferred serially to each column driver over dedicated serial

bus lines, rather than transferring the pixel data in parallel over a single parallel bus
line, each column driver can receive and process the digital display data at the same
time, thereby allowing each column driver more time in which to process the parallel

20 pixel data.

In a further aspect of the invention, the driving system includes multiple

column drivers for driving column electrodes of an active matrix liquid crystal display.

Each column driver receives digital pixel data serially over a dedicated bus line and
arranges the digital pixel data in parallel. Once the digital pixel data has been

25 arranged into parallel, each subpixel is converted into an analog signal at an earlier

stage of the column driver than in the prior art. The analog signals are then sampled
and held until all column drivers have converted their digital pixel data. Since the

conversion is done at an earlier stage, each column driver only requires six digital to

analog converters rather than 384 digital to analog converters.

W In a further aspect of the invention, each column decoder comprises an analog
sample and hold module which includes six pairs of sample and hold capacitors and
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two different sets of switches. The analog signals are selectively sampled and used to

charge one of the capacitors in each of the six pairs of sample and hold capacitors.

Meanwhile, the other capacitor in each of the six pairs of sample and hold capacitors is

discharged, with the voltage stored on the capacitor being transferred from the

discharging capacitor to a column electrode in order to drive the display. In this way,

the sample and hold capacitors alternately store and release the analog voltages which

are used to drive the column electrodes of the display, thereby allowing the column

decoder to perform at a higher speed.

Description ofthe Drawings

FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional prior art active matrix liquid crystal display

drive system;

FIG. 2 illustrates a functional block diagram of a conventional column driver;

FIG. 3 illustrates a functional block diagram for a display drive system in

accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 4 illustrates the serial transfer of digital pixel data from the timing

controller to each of the individual column drivers in the system of the present

invention;

FIG. 5 illustrates a functional block diagram for a preferred embodiment of a

controller used within a display drive system in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 6 illustrates a functional block diagram for a preferred embodiment of a

column driver used within a display drive system in accordance with the present

invention; and

FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic diagram showing the operations of a preferred

embodiment for a column driver used with a display driver system in accordance with

the present invention.

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiment

FIG. 3 illustrates a display drive system in accordance with the present

invention. An active matrix display is driven by gate modules 380a through 380d and

column drivers 340a through 340h. Due to spatial limitations, FIG.3 only shows

column drivers 340a, 340b, 340c and 340h. However, it is understood that in the drive

system of the present invention, in order to drive an active matrix display having a

8
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resolution of 1024 pixels x 768 pixels, eight column drivers are used, with each column
driver supporting 384 subpixels or memory cells the rows of the active matrix display.

As shown in FIG.3, a timing controller 300 is coupled to the eight column
drivers 340a through 340h and four gate modules 380a through 380d. The gate
modules 380a through 380d provide row voltages to the active matrix display in order
to activate the display cells in each row of the display. The timing controller 300 stores
digital pixel data for the image to be displayed and provides the digital pixel data to
the column drivers 340a through 340h. The digital data is preferably stored within a
pair of memory modules 310a and 310b within the timing controller 300.

The memory modules 310a and 310b are preferably each comprised of a matrix
of memory cells arranged into rows and columns. Digital pixel data for an image to be
displayed on the active matrix display are received by the timing controller 300 from
an exterior source, such as a CD-Rom, a hard disk drive, or a modem connected to the
intranet/internet. The digital pixel data for the image to be displayed is preferably
stored in each of the memory modules 310a and 310b of the timing controller on a row
by row basis as it is received. Preferably, the timing controller stores a first row of
digital pixel data in one of the memory modules 310a or 310b, while a second row of
digital pixel data is stored in the other memory module 310a or 310b. In this way,
when the digital pixel data are read from one memory module 310a or 310b, digital
pixel data for a next row in the image to be displayed can be loaded into the other
memory module 310a or 310b such that the two memory modules 310a and 310b are
alternatively read from and written to until all of the digital pixel data for each of the
rows of the image to be displayed have been processed and displayed. Alternatively,
the timing controller may utilize any other suitable memory device for temporary
storage of separate rows of digital pixel data, such that while one row is being stored in
the memory device another rows is being read from the memory device and processed
for display.

The timing controller 300 provides the digital pixel data to multiple column
drivers 340a through 340h for driving the column electrodes of an active matrix liquid
crystal display. Unlike conventional display driving systems, the timing controller 300
of the present invention is coupled to each of the multiple column drivers 340a through
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340h by multiple dedicated bus lines 325a through 325h, with one dedicated bus line

per column driver. Preferably, each dedicated bus line 325a through 325h is a three bit

bus line. Alternatively, each dedicated bus line may be a two bit bus line.

In operation, digital pixel data for an entire row are retrieved by the timing

5 controller 300, from a memory in the timing controller 300, on a parallel basis for each

of the column drivers 340a through 340h. The digital pixel data is then divided into

eight parallel segments, with one parallel segment for each column driver 340a

through 340h. The digital pixel data in each parallel segment is then converted into

serial and transferred to the column drivers 340a through 340h through the dedicated

JO bus lines 325a through 325h. Accordingly, the complete digital pixel data for a single

row in the image to be displayed is transferred to each of the column drivers 340a

through 340h concurrently, such that any one column driver receives its individual

segment of serial digital pixel data at the same time each of the other column drivers

receives their individual segment of serial digital pixel data. Accordingly, each column

15 driver 340a through 340h is able to begin processing its segment of serial digital pixel

data without having to wait for digital pixel data to be transferred to each of the other

column drivers. Therefore, unlike conventional column drivers, the column drivers

340a through 340h of the present invention do not require an enable signal before they

are loaded.

20 More specifically, the digital pixel data for display across a first row of an active

matrix liquid crystal display is retrieved from the memory of the timing controller 300

and divided or broken into segments.^Preferably, each segment is 128 pixels in length

or 384 RGB subpixels. Each segment of digital pixel data is then serially transferred to

a corresponding column driver 340a through 340h over the appropriate corresponding

25 dedicated bus line 325a through 325h. Thus, digital pixel data from a first segment is

serially transferred to column driver 340a over dedicated bus line 325a; while, at the

same time, digital pixel data from a last segment is transferred to column driver 340h

over dedicated bus line 325h. In this way, the digital pixel data is transferred to each

column driver serially such that each column driver receives the digital pixel data

30 which corresponds with its segment of the row, without having to wait for the

previous column drivers to receive their respective segments.
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FIG. 4 further illustrates the concept of how digital pixel data is transferred from
the timing controller 300 to each of the individual column drivers 340a through 340h.
FIG. 4 shows a stream of digital pixel data 400 which represents a row in the active

matrix liquid crystal display 100. The complete digital pixel data is actually made up
of 1024 pixels which is comprised of 18,432 bits, with each pixel in the row having a red
subpixel of six bits in length, a green subpixel of six bits in length, and a blue subpixel
of six bits in length. However, for simplicity sake in understanding the basic

operations of the present invention, the digital pixel data shown is made up of blocks
with each block representing a pixel. The total number of pixels is not the same and is

reduced for purposes of illustration.

As shown, in FIG. 4, the complete row of parallel digital pixel data is divided up
into eight sections 410a through 410h (one section for each column driver 340a through
340h). A first section 410a of the complete row of parallel digital pixel data is to be
transferred to column driver 340a, a second section 410b of the complete row of
parallel digital pixel data is to be transferred to column driver 340b, etc. However,
before the sections 410a through 410h are transferred to their respective column
drivers, they are each converted into a segment of serial digital pixel data, one pixel at

a time. The process of converting the sections from parallel digital pixel data to serial

digital pixel data progresses sequentially through all 128 pixels corresponding with the
column driver.

Accordingly, the first section of parallel digital pixel data 410a is converted into
a segment of serial digital pixel data one pixel at a time until all 28 pixels have been
converted. The segment of serial pixel data is then transferred serially over the

dedicated bus line 325a to the first column driver 340a. For a six bit pixel depth design
(wherein each subpixel is represented by six bits), the dedicated bus line 325a is

preferably two bits wide, such that two pixels may be serially transmitted over the

dedicated bus line 325 two bits at a time (one bit over each bitline) for each MCLOCK
pulse. Accordingly, all bits for the red subpixels, the green subpixels and the blue

subpixels in two pixels are serially transmitted over the two bit lines within 18

MCLOCK pulses. The 128 pixels of data sent to a single column driver will require

1152 clock cycles at one bit per line per clock cycle for a clock rate of 65MHz.

11
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In an alternative embodiment for an eight bit pixel depth design (wherein each

subpixel is represented by eight bits), each dedicated bus line is three bit lines wide,

such that three bits are transmitted at the same time (one over each bit line) for each

MCLOCK pulse. Accordingly, in this alternative embodiment, all bits for the red

5 subpixel, the green subpixel and the blue subpixel are serially transmitted over the

three bit lines within 16 MCLOCK pulses. The 128 pixels of data sent to a single

column driver will require 1024 clock cycles at one bit per line per clock cycle for a

clock rate of 65MHz. Alternately, the digital pixel data may be sent at half the clock

rate and sampled on both rising and falling edges of the clock pulse.

JO A second section of parallel digital pixel data 410b is converted into a segment

of serial digital pixel data one pixel at time until all 128 pixels have been converted.

The segment of serial pixel data is then transferred over dedicated bus line 325b to the

second column driver 340b, preferably two pixels at a time. Once again, in the

preferred embodiment for a six bit pixel depth (wherein each subpixel is represented

15 by six bits), the dedicated bus line 325b is preferably two bits wide, such that all bits for

the red subpixels, the green subpixels and the blue subpixels in two pixels are serially

transmitted over the two bit lines within 18 MCLOCK pulses.

The process is the same for all eight sections 410a through 410h of the complete

row of parallel digital pixel data. All eight sections 410a through 410h are converted

20 into segments of serial digital pixel data, which are then transferred to the appropriate

column driver 340a through 340h, over a corresponding dedicated bus line 325a

through 325h. It is understood that alternative embodiments may exist in the transfer

of the segments of serial digital pixel data from the timing controller 300 to the column

drivers 340a through 340h so long as the parallel digital pixel data is divided up into

25 sections, the sections are arranged in serial segments of digital pixel data, and the

segments of digital pixel data are transmitted over the dedicated bus lines 325a

through 325h.

FIG. 5 illustrates a preferred embodiment for a timing controller 200 used within

a display drive system in accordance with the present invention. As shown the

30 controller 200 includes a driver and gate timing control circuit 500, a data path control

circuit 510, two separate memory modules 520a and 520b and a parallel to serial
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converter 525. In a preferred embodiment, the two separate memory modules are able
to hold 1024 digital pixel data having six bit red, green and blue subpixels, such that
each memory can store 18432 bits of digital pixel data (1024 pixels x 3 subpixels x 6 bits
per subpixel). In an alternative embodiment, each of the two separate memory
modules are able to hold 1024 pixels of digital pixel data having eight bit red, green
and blue subpixels, such that each memory can store 24576 bits of digital data (1024
pixels x 3 subpixels x 8 bits per subpixel). Each memory is preferably matrix of
memory cells arranged in rows and columns. Alternatively, any other appropriate
temporary data storage means may be used as memory

Digital pixel data is read in through the six bit RGB signal lines from an external
source, such as a CD-Rom and stored in the two separate memory modules 525a and
525b on a row-by-row basis. Accordingly, digital pixel data for a first row of a 1024
pixel image is stored in the first memory. As that data is read out into the column
drivers, digital pixel data for a second row of a 1024 pixel image is stored in the second
memory. When all of the data from the first memory has been transferred to the
column drivers, the second memory begins transferring the digital pixel data for the
second row out to the column decoders while the first memory stores the data for the
third row of the image. This way, while one memory is reading out data to the column
drivers, the other memory is receiving in data from the external source, such as a CD-
Rom. The data path control circuit 510 controls which memory receives the input
digital image data from the external source and which memory reads out digital pixel
data to the column drivers.

In the present invention, the controller 200 includes a parallel so serial data
converter 525. Unlike convention controllers, the digital pixel data is provided serially
to each of the column drivers 340a through 340h, over dedicated bus lines 325a
through 325h rather than a parallel data bus line. The parallel to serial data converter
525 retrieves data from the memory in parallel and divides the data into segments,
wherein the number of segments is equal to the number of column drivers. Each
segment is then converted into serial data and transferred to the appropriate column
driver via the corresponding dedicated bus line.

13
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FIG. 6 illustrates a preferred embodiment for a column driver 340a used within

a display drive system in accordance with the present invention. As shown, the

column driver 340a includes a frequency divider 610 which is coupled to a shift

register 630, which is further coupled to an analog sample and hold module 640. The

5 column driver 340a further includes a serial to parallel converter 620 which is coupled

between the frequency divider 610 and a digital to analog converter module 625. The

digital to analog converter module 625 is comprised of six individual digital to analog

converters 635a through 635f. The digital to analog converter module 625 is also

coupled to the analog sample and hold module 640. Finally, the column driver

10 includes a buffer 650 which is coupled to the analog sample and hold module.

In operation, the column driver 340a receives the segments of serial digital pixel

data at the serial to parallel converter 620 and converts the digital pixel data from serial

format into parallel, such that each subpixel (red, green and blue) is rearranged into six

parallel bits. Preferably, the parallel digital pixel data is then fed into the digital to

15 analog converter module 625 two pixels at a time over a thirty six bit bus line, such that

each of the six digital to analog converters 635a through 635f receives one six bit

- subpixel.

As explained above, the digital to analog converter module 625 is preferably

comprised of six individual digital to analog converters 635a through 635f, with each

20 individual digital to analog converter 635a through 635f configured for converting a

six bit subpixel from digital pixel data into an analog signal. The digital to analog

converter module 625 preferably has at least sixteen different reference voltages.

Therefore, each six bit subpixel is converted into one of the at least sixteen different

reference voltages. Accordingly, there are two pixels input to the digital to analog

25 converter 625 and six analog signals are output, one analog signal for each six bit red,

green and blue subpixel in the two pixels.

In an alternative embodiment, the digital pixel data may be transferred to the

digital to analog converter module 625 more than two pixels at a time. In this

alternative embodiment, the digital to analog converter module 625 would require

30 more than six individual digital to analog converters 635a through 635f For example,

the digital to analog converter 625 may receive the digital pixel data four pixels at a
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time over a 72 bitline bus. However, unlike the prior art, in the present invention it is

not required that all subpixels be converted at the same time and, accordingly, 384
digital to analog converters are not needed. Moreover, it is understood that the
number of references voltages may be varied and alternate embodiments having more
or less reference voltages are intended to be covered herein.

Preferably, six analog signals are output from the digital to analog converter
module 625 after every two pixels are converted, one analog signal for each digital to
analog converter 635a through 635h. The analog signals are output over a six line bus
which is sampled by the sample and hold module 640. The frequency divider 610 and
the shift register 630 control the sampling rate of the sample and hold module 640.
Preferably, the shift register 630 is preferably a 64 stage shift register, wherein six
analog signals (one for each subpixel in two pixels) are sampled at each stage.

Accordingly, as the digital to analog converter module 625 converts the digital pixel
data, two pixels at a time, it outputs six analog signals which are then sampled as the
shift register cycles through each of its 64 stages. Therefore, by the time the shift

register 630 has cycled through to its sixty-fourth stage, all 384 different analog signals
(one for each subpixel) have been sampled. In this way, after cycling through all 64
stages, three different red, green and blue analog signals for each of the 128 pixels have
been completely sampled by each column driver. The sample and hold circuit

preferably uses a dual capacitor arrangement such that the analog signals for each of
the two pixels can be sampled and stored in each of the capacitors alternatively.

FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic diagram showing the operations of a preferred
embodiment for a column driver used with a display driver system in accordance with
the present invention. Each column driver includes 64 stages, wherein there are six
analog signals output from each stage. For simplicity of understanding and due to
spatial constraints, only the first three stages 702a through 702c have been shown in
FIG. 7. However, as is shown in the diagram of FIG. 7, and explained further below,
the stages 702b and 702c are identical in structure and performance. Moreover, the
other 61 stages which are not depicted in FIG. 7 are also share the same structure and
performance as those shown in stages 702b and 702c of FIG. 7. Accordingly, it is not
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necessary to show all 64 stages in order to understand the operations of a column

driver designed in accordance with the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 7, each stage 702a through 702c contains a flip flop 710 having

a data input D and two outputs Q and QN. Preferably, the flip flop 710 is used as a

5 latch having a clock signal input which activates the latch whenever the clock signal is

active. The clock signal is actually the sampling clock signal 660 which is output from

the frequency divider 610 in the column driver, as shown in FIG. 6. In the preferred

embodiment, each flip flop 710 is activated when the sampling clock signal 660

transitions from low to high. The flip flops 710 are each used to activate their

J0 corresponding stage 702a through 702c, such that the first flip flop 710a activates stage

702a, the second flip flop 710b activates stage 702b, and so on. Operations of the flip

flops 710 are described in further detail herein.

Each stage further contains a first set of six switches 780 (indicated as 780a

through 780c and surrounded by broken lines in FIG. 7) and six pairs of analog sample

15 and hold capacitors. The six pairs of analog sample and hold capacitors are each

comprised of a first capacitor and a second capacitor, with the anodes of the first

capacitor in each pair being coupled to a respective switch terminal A, and the anodes

of the second capacitor in each pair being coupled to a respective switch terminal B.

The cathodes of both capacitors in each pair of the six pairs of analog sample and hold

20 capacitors are coupled to a ground signal.

The flips flops 710 are all coupled to the sampling clock signal 660 which is

output from the frequency divider 610 (FIG. 6). The data input D to the first flip flop

710a in each column driver is coupled to the enable signal from the timing controller

200 (Fig. 5) . The data input D of each subsequent flip flop in the other 63 stages is

25 coupled to the output Q from the previous flip-flop. This configuration embodies the

shift register 630 of the column driver.

In referring to FIG. 7, it should be readily understood how the shift register 630

operates and cycles through 64 stages. When the enable signal and the sampling clock

signal are both active, the first stage flip flop 710a latches the enable signal through to

30 its output Q. Since the output Q from the first stage flip flop 710a is coupled to the

data input D of the second stage flip flop 710b, the next time the sampling clock signal
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and the enable signal are both active, the second stage flip flop 710b latches the enable
signal through to its output Q. Once again, since the output Q from the second stage
flip flop 710b is coupled to the data input D of the third stage flip flop 710c, the next
time the sampling clock and the enable signal are both active, the enable signal is

latched through the third stage flip flop to its output Q. This process repeats through
64 stages until the enable signal has been latched through all 64 flip flops.

The outputs Q from each of the 64 flip flops are also coupled to first inputs A of
a pair of AND gates 750a and 750b. The inputs B of both AND gates 750a and 750b are
coupled to a load signal, with one of the inputs B on one of the AND gates 750b being
inverted. It is understood in referring to FIG. 7 that this configuration ensures that the
outputs from the AND gates 750a and 750b alternate, such that when the output from
one AND gate 750a is high, the output from the other AND gate 750b is low. The
outputs from both AND gates 750a and 750b are coupled to each of the six switches in
the first set of switches 780a through 780c, and are used to alternately activate the
switches. For example, when the output from one AND gate 750a goes high, the
switches are activated to a first position and when the output from the other AND gate
750b goes high, the switches are activated to a second position, thereby causing all six
switches in the first set of switches 780a through 780c to alternate back and forth
between first and second positions as the outputs from the two AND gates 750a and
750b alternate.

FIG. 8 shows a close-up view of the first stage 702a and further illustrates the
operations of the first set of switches 780a and the second set of switches 790a. It is

understood that the first set of switches 780a and the second set of switches 790a are
identical in configuration in each stage, accordingly, the switches operate the same way
in each stage. It is further understood that the first set of switches 780a in each stage
only operate when the outputQ from the flip flop is valid for that stage.

As shown in FIG. 8, each stage contains six switches in a first set of switches
780a and six switches in a second set of switches. An end terminal C of each switch in
the first set of switches 780a is coupled to one of six analog signal lines (aO through a5)
which are output from the digital to analog converter 625 (FIG. 6). The analog signals
(aO through a5) represent the analog voltage for each of the subpixels in two separate
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pixels. Each switch in the first set of switches 780a also has a first terminal A and a

second terminal B such that when the switch is in a first position, the end terminal C is

couple to the first terminal A, and when the switch is a second position, the end

terminal C is coupled to the second terminal B. The first terminal A is coupled to an

5 anode of a first capacitor in a corresponding pair of capacitors from the six pairs of

capacitors. The terminal B of each switch is coupled to the anode of the second

capacitor in the corresponding pair of capacitors from the six pairs of capacitors.

The first set of switches 780a are used to couple one of the analog signal lines (aO

through a5) to one of the capacitors in a corresponding capacitor pair from the six pairs

JO of capacitors, in order to store the analog voltage level from the analog signal line (aO

through a5) for that subpixel onto one of the capacitors. Voltages are alternately stored

for each subsequent row, such that when each switch in the first set of switches 780a is

in the first position, the voltage level for the corresponding subpixels in a particular

row are stored on the first capacitors in each of the six capacitor pairs and when each

J5 switch in the first set of switches 780a is in the second position, the voltage level for the

corresponding subpixels in a subsequent row are each stored on the second capacitors

in the six capacitor pairs.

Further, as shown in FIG. 8, a second set of six switches 790a are present in each

of the 64 stages and are used to alternately transfer the voltages out from the sample

20 and hold capacitor pairs one row at a time. The voltages stored on each of the

capacitors in the six capacitor pairs are alternately transferred through the outputs of

the analog sample and hold module 640 to the buffer 650. Each switch in the second

set of six switches 790a is coupled to the load signal, which activates the switch. The

load signal alternates polarity as each new row of digital pixel data is to be displayed

25 in order to trigger operation of the six switches in the second set of switches 790a.

Again, each switch in the second set of switches 790a alternates between switch

terminals A and B. Additionally, each switch in the second set of switches 790a

includes an end terminal G which is coupled to one of the 384 outputs of the analog

sample and hold module 640. Each stage outputs 6 analog voltages to the column

30 electrodes of the display. There are 64 stages and, accordingly, there are 384 output

signals.
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In operation, the second set of switches 790a are arranged to switch in the
opposite direction from the first set of switches 780a, such that when each switch in

the second set of switches 790a is in a first position, the switch terminal B is coupled to

the end terminal G and when each switch is in a second position, the switch terminal A
is coupled to the end terminal G. The second set of switches 790a through 790c are

alternately switched back and forth between terminals A and B in order to alternately

transfer the voltages stored on each of the capacitors out to the column electrodes on a
row by row basis.

Accordingly, to summarize the operation of the first and second sets of switches
780a and 790a, when each stage is activated by the Q output from its corresponding
flip flop 710, each switch in the first set of switches 780a transitions from one position
to another in order to alternately store the analog signals (aO through a5) on each of the
capacitors in the six capacitor pairs. Accordingly, if each switch in the first set of
switches 780a transitions to a first position, the first capacitor in each capacitor pair is

connected to one of the analog voltage signal lines (aO through a5) through terminal C
such that the corresponding voltage is then stored on the first capacitor through switch
terminals C and A. At the same time, each switch in the second set of switches 790a
also transitions in order to alternately transfer the stored voltages out to a buffer 650 in
order to drive the column electrodes. Therefore, using the same example provided
earlier in describing the operation of the first set of switches 780a, when the first set of
switches 780a are each in a first position, each switch in the second set of switches 790a
is also in a first position such that the^second capacitor in each capacitor pair is

connected to the buffer 650 through terminal G such that the voltage which was
previously stored on that second capacitor is driven through switch terminals B and G
to the buffer. Therefore, the analog voltages from the voltage signal lines (aO through
a5) are alternately stored and transferred, such that while one capacitor in the pair is

storing the appropriate voltage level for the subpixel in a subsequent or next row, the
other is providing a previously stored voltage level for the subpixel in the current row
to the buffer in order to drive the column electrodes.

Finally, the 384 outputs from each of the six capacitor pairs in all 64 stages of the
analog sample and hold module 640 are each coupled to an individual buffer within
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the buffer module 650. The individual buffers receive the analog voltage levels from

the capacitors through the second set of switches and generate sufficient current levels

in order to drive the column electrodes of the display.

While the present invention has been described in terms of six and eight bit

5 pixel depth, it is understood that the invention is not intended to be limited to the same

and may be utilized in alternate designs having greater or smaller pixel depth.

Moreover, although the invention has been described in terms of driving a display

having a resolution of 1024 pixels x 768 pixels, it is understood that the invention is not

intended to be limited to such a display resolution; but, rather, is intended for future

10 implementation in larger scale displays, In such a case, additional column drivers

designed in conformity with the specifics details and embodiments set forth herein

may be utilized. Because all column drivers receive their segment of the digital pixel

data for the row to be displayed at the same time, the number of column drivers and

the size of the display may be increased more easily than that which was available in

15 prior art drive system designs.
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1
.

A display drive system comprising:

a plurality of column drivers; and

a timing controller coupled to each column driver in the plurality of

column drivers, for providing a row of digital pixel data to the

plurality of column drivers, wherein the digital pixel data is

divided into segments and each segment is serially provided to

one of the column drivers in the plurality of column drivers via a

dedicated serial bus coupled between the timing controller and the

column driver such that the entire row of digital pixel data is

provided to the plurality of column drivers at the same time.

2. The display drive system of claim 1, wherein each column driver in the

plurality of column drivers comprises a serial to parallel converter which receives the
serially provided segment of digital pixel data and rearranges the segment into parallel

pixel data until all of the pixels in the segment have been received and arranged into

parallel.

3. The display drive system of claim 2, wherein each column driver in the

plurality of column drivers further comprises a digital to analog converter module
coupled to the serial to parallel converter, for converting each pixel in the parallel pixel

data into analog red, green and blue signals.

25

4. The display drive system of claim 3 wherein the digital to analog

converter module converters the parallel pixel data into analog red, green and blue

signals two pixels at a time, such that there are six digital to analog converters within
the digital to analog converter module, with a first digital to analog converter

generating an analog red signal for a first pixel, a second digital to analog converter
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generating an analog green signal for the first pixel, a third digital to analog converter

generating an analog blue signal for the first pixel, a fourth digital to analog converter

generating an analog red signal for a second pixel, a fifth digital to analog converter

generating an analog green signal for the second pixel, and a sixth digital to analog

5 converter generating an analog blue signal for the second pixel.

5. The display drive system of claim 3, wherein each column driver in the

plurality of column drivers further comprises an analog sample and hold module

coupled to the digital to analog converter module for sampling the analog red, green

and blue signals for each pixel in the parallel pixel data, one group of pixels at a time.

10 6. The display driver system of claim 5, wherein the analog sample and

hold module samples the analog red, green and blue signals of each pixel in the

parallel pixel data, two pixels at a time such that a total of six analog signals are

sampled at the same time.

7. The display driver system of claim 5, wherein the analog sample and

1 5 hold module includes a plurality of first capacitors, one first capacitor for sampling

each red, green and blue signal for each pixel in the group of pixels.

8. The display driver system of claim 5, wherein the analog sample and

hold circuit includes a plurality of first and second capacitor pairs, each first capacitor

for sampling the red, green and blue signal for each pixel in the group of pixels from

20 parallel pixel data for a first display row, each second capacitor for sampling the

analog red, green and blue signals for each pixel in the group of pixels from parallel

pixel data in a next display row.

9. The display driver system of claim 8, with each first capacitor providing

the sampled analog red, green and blue signals to a plurality of column electrodes
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while each second capacitor samples the analog red, green and blue signals for each
pixel in the group of pixels from parallel pixel data in the next display row.

10. A system for driving a display comprising:

a timing controller for receiving digital pixel data, dividing the digital

pixel data into a plurality of segments of digital pixel data and
serially providing the plurality of segments to a plurality of

column drivers; and

a plurality of column drivers, each column driver coupled to the timing

controller via a separate bus line, wherein each column driver

receives a particular segment in the plurality of segments via the

separate bus line, and further wherein each column driver

switches the serially provided segment of digital pixel data into

parallel digital pixel data, converts the parallel digital pixel data

into analog signals, and provides the analog signals to a plurality

of column electrodes for driving the display.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the timing controller comprises:

a pair of first and second memory modules for receiving and storing the

digital pixel data, wherein a first row of digital pixel data is stored

in the first memory module and a second row of digital pixel data

is stored the second memory module;

a data path control circuit coupled to the pair of first and second memory
modules for routing the first row of digital pixel data to the first

memory module and routing the second row of digital pixel data

to the second memory module; and

a parallel to serial converter coupled to the pair of first and second

memory modules for retrieving the first row of digital pixel data

from the first memory module in a parallel format, dividing the

digital pixel data into a plurality of segments, converting each
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segment from parallel format into serial format, and providing

each segment in the plurality of segments to a corresponding

column driver in the plurality of column drivers via the separate

bus line.

5 12. The system of claim 11, wherein an enable signal is coupled between the

timing controller and each column driver in the plurality of column drivers and is used

to activate each column driver, thereby allowing the plurality of column drivers to

receive their respective segments at the same time.

13. The system of claim 10, wherein each column driver in the plurality of

column drivers comprises:

a serial to parallel converter for receiving the segment of serially

formatted digital pixel data over the separate bus line and

converting the segment into a parallel format one pixel at a time;

a digital to analog converter coupled to the serial to parallel converter for

converting each pixel in the parallel formatted segment of digital

pixel data into analog red, green and blue signals;

an analog sample and hold module coupled between the digital to analog

converter and the plurality of column electrodes for sampling the

analog red, green and blue signals of each pixel, storing the

sampled analog red, green and blue signals, and releasing the

samples of the analog red, green and blue signals to the plurality

of column electrodes for driving the display.

14. The system of claim 13 wherein the digital to analog converter module

25 converters each pixel in the parallel formatted segment of digital pixel data into analog

red, green and blue signals two pixels at a time, such that there are at least six digital to

analog converters within the digital to analog converter module, with a first digital to

analog converter generating an analog red signal for a first pixel, a second digital to

analog converter generating an analog green signal for the first pixel, a third digital to
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analog converter generating an analog blue signal for the first pixel, a fourth digital to
analog converter generating an analog red signal for a second pixel, a fifth digital to

analog converter generating an analog green signal for the second pixel, and a sixth

digital to analog converter generating an analog blue signal for the second pixel.

15. The system of claim 13, wherein the analog sample and hold module
samples the analog red, green and blue signals of each pixel, two pixels at a time such
that a total of six analog signals are sampled at the same time.

16. The system of claim 13, wherein the analog sample and hold module
includes a plurality of sample and hold capacitor pairs having a first capacitor and a
second capacitor, and further wherein the first capacitor and the second capacitor in
each analog sample and hold module alternately store and release the samples of the
analog red, green and blue signals.

17. A timing controller for controlling a plurality of column drivers which
are each coupled to the timing controller via a separate bus line, in order to drive a
display, the timing controller comprising:

a pair of first and second memory modules for receiving and storing

digital pixel data, wherein a first row of digital pixel data is stored

in the first memory module and a second row of digital pixel data

is stored the second memory module;

a parallel to serial converter for retrieving the first row of digital pixel

data from the first memory module in a parallel format, dividing

the digital pixel data into segments, converting each segment from
parallel format into serial format, and providing each segment of

the serially formatted first row of digital pixel data to a

corresponding column driver in the plurality of column drivers

via the separate bus line.

25
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18. A column driver for driving a plurality of column electrodes of a display,

comprising:

a serial to parallel converter for serially receiving digital pixel data

representing a segment of a display row and converting the digital

5 pixel data into a parallel format;

a digital to analog converter coupled to the serial to parallel converter for

receiving the parallel formatted digital pixel data and converting

the parallel formatted digital pixel data into analog signals;

an analog sample and hold circuit for sampling the analog signals,

10 storing the samples and providing the samples of the analog

signals to a plurality of column electrodes for driving the display.

19. The column driver of claim 18, wherein the analog sample and hold

circuit includes a plurality of capacitor pairs having a first capacitor and a second

capacitor such that each capacitor may alternately store the analog signal samples and

15 provide the samples to the column electrodes.

20. A method for driving a display comprising the steps of

receiving a current row of digital pixel data and storing the current row

of digital pixel data in a first memory module;

retrieving the current row of digital pixel data in parallel format from the

20 first memory module, dividing the current row of digital pixel

data into a number of current row segments, converting each

current row segment into a current row serial data stream; and

providing each current row serial data stream to a corresponding column

driver in a plurality of column drivers, wherein each current row

25 serial data stream is provided to a corresponding column driver

via a dedicated bus line.
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21. The method of claim 20, further comprising the steps of:

receiving each current row serial data stream at the corresponding

column driver and converting the current row serial data stream
into current row parallel digital data one pixel at a time;

5 converting the current row parallel digital data into current row analog
red, green and blue signals;

sampling the current row analog red, green and blue signals and holding
the samples; and

providing the samples to a plurality of column electrodes for driving the
1® display.

22. The method of claim 20, comprising the further steps of:

receiving a next row of digital pixel data and storing the next row of

digital pixel data in a second memory module, and performing
this step while the steps of retrieving the current row of digital

pixel data from the first memory module and providing each
current row serial data stream are being performed;

retrieving the next row of digital pixel data in parallel from the second
memory module, dividing the next row of digital pixel data into a
number of next row segments, converting each next row segment
into a next row serial data stream; and

providing each next row serial data stream to a corresponding column
driver in the plurality of column drivers, wherein each next row
seriaI data stream ^ provided to a corresponding column driver

25 via a dedicated bus line.

15

20
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23. The method of claim 22, further comprising the steps of:

receiving each next row serial data stream at the corresponding column

driver and converting the next row serial data stream into parallel

digital data one pixel at a time;

converting the parallel digital data into analog red, green and blue

signals;

sampling the analog red, green and blue signals and holding the samples;

and

providing the samples to the plurality of column electrodes for driving

the display.

28
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